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Abstract
This paper considers the asymptotic theory of the varying environment Galton{Watson process
with a countable set of types. This paper examines the convergence in Lp and almost surely of
the numbers of the various types when normalised by the corresponding expected number. The
harmonic functions of the mean matrices play a central role in the analysis. Many previously
studied models provide particular cases. c© 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
This paper considers the asymptotic theory of the multi-type varying environment
Galton{Watson process. Following the usual pattern in branching processes, conver-
gence of population counts, normalised by their means, in Lp and almost surely are
considered. The process is constructed in the usual way. Individuals living at time n
give birth independently of each other to children that live at time n + 1, with the
distribution of these families (including the types of the children) being determined by
the type of the parent. From a notational point of view, the process is most simply
described by incorporating the time a person lives into their type and regarding the
process as a multi-type branching process with this larger type space. Unfortunately,
though doing this gives neat versions of several of the formulae it is not so well adapted
to performing detailed calculations. Consequently, a more cumbersome notation will be
adopted that maintains the distinction between time and type.
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When the process starts from time 0 it will always start from a single type, labelled
1, and with a single initial ancestor. Let Sn be the set of types that can occur at time
n starting from an ancestor of type 1 at time 0. These sets of types have a natural
communication property: when the process starts from an individual at time k of type
i 2Sk all the states that can occur at time n must be in Sn. The sets Sn are assumed
countable. It is worth pointing out that in general there is no natural correspondence
between the sets Sn and Sn+1, though there may be in particular models, for example
in homogeneous ones.
Let n; i be the row vector (indexed by j 2Sn+1) giving the random number of chil-
dren of the various types born to a parent at time n of type i 2Sn. The corresponding
mean matrix, indexed by Sn Sn+1, is denoted by n. Families are always nite, so
the sum of the components of n; i is nite.
The process is constructed formally in the usual way, through a Ulam{Harris product
space. Let Zn; jr; i be the number of people at time n of type j descended from a single
person at time r of type i, and let Znr; i be the (row) vector giving the numbers of each
type. Then Znr; i is dened (recursively) by
Zn+1r; i =
X
j2Sn
Zn; jr; iX
l=1
n;j;l; (1.1)
where fn;j;l: j 2 Sn; l = 1; 2; : : :g are independent, and n;j;l is a copy of the family
size vector n;j. Because family sizes are nite the population size at time n must
also be nite, a fact that is critical in later developments. It is worth commenting that
superscripts will usually refer to time and type; when powers are needed, as they will
be, (A)p will (nearly always) be used for A to the power p.
When the process starts from time 0 and type 1, Zn will be used in place of the
more accurate Zn0;1. Analogous simplication will be made to some other notation, so,
for example, Zn; i will replace Zn; i0;1 . Let F
n be the -eld generated up to time n. The
denition of the process gives the basic branching decomposition
Zn =
X
i2Sr
Zr; iX
l=1
Znr; i;l for r6n; (1.2)
where the vectors fZnr; i;l: i 2 Sr ; l = 1; 2; : : :g are independent given Fr , and Znr; i;l is
distributed like Znr; i.
Let Mnr be the Sr Sn matrix of means with (i; j)th entry EZn; jr; i which is assumed
to have all its entries nite for all r and n. Then Mnn is the identity, M
n+1
n = n and
taking expectations in (1.1) shows that
Mnr = rr+1 : : : n−1:
Thus, the mean behaviour of the process is intimately related with the properties of
products of non-negative matrices.
The objective is to examine the extent to which asymptotics of the population num-
bers are captured by their expected values. However, rather than attempting to study
the evolution of the vectors Zn directly it will be useful to consider instead linear
functions of them. Let c:=fcn: n = 0; 1; : : :g be a sequence of non-negative (column)
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vectors, with the nth one indexed by Sn. The ith component of cn will be denoted by
cn; i. The c-counted process at time n is simply the inner product of Zn and cn. The
counting c will be called normalised when
Mncn = 1 for all n: (1.3)
Clearly, the problem of how close Zncn is to its expected value only makes sense when
the expectation is nite and then it is independent of the scaling of cn. Hence, without
loss of generality, it will be assumed throughout that c has been normalised. It will
be convenient to have an alternative notation for the sequence fZncn: ng; this will be
W (c), so, Wn(c) = Zncn. The purpose of the study can now be stated more precisely;
it is to give conditions for the convergence in Lp and almost surely of W (c) as n goes
to innity.
A (space{time) harmonic function for the matrices n is a collection of non-negative
(non-null) column vectors h:=fhn: n = 0; 1; : : :g, with the nth one indexed by Sn,
satisfying n−1hn=hn−1. A normalised harmonic function is one for which (the scalar)
h0 is 1, the harmonic property then implies that Mnhn = 1; hence this usage conforms
with that introduced at (1.3). Clearly, for any non-negative c,
EZnr; ic
n =Mnr; ic
n = (rr+1 : : : n−1cn)i
so the decomposition (1.2) gives
E[Wn(c)jFr] = E[ZncnjFr] =
X
i2Sr
Zr; iX
l=1
Mnr; ic
n = ZrMnr c
n for r6n: (1.4)
Taking c=h in (1.4) for any harmonic h, shows that W (h) is a non-negative martingale
which must have a limit almost surely, denoted by W1(h); this will be called an
harmonic martingale. Observe that if in (1.4) Mnr c
n converges to hr as n goes to
innity it is plausible that Wr(h) is a good approximation to E[Wn(c)jFr] and hence
that Wn(c) converges to W1(h). This observation forms the starting point for the
investigation.
The theorems have been formulated with several test cases in mind. One is the
homogeneous nite-type case, where the detailed asymptotics of the mean are provided
by Perron{Frobenius. A second, which is a direct generalisation of the rst is the
nite-type varying environment case; the behaviour of this process is closest to the
homogeneous one when the mean matrices are what is called weakly ergodic, which
means that there is only one non-negative harmonic function, but the theory developed
here is not conned to the weakly ergodic case. The homogeneous branching random
walk on the integer lattice is an example of a countable type process, when position
is identied with type, with a well-developed theory; it provides a third test case.
The generality of the framework means that there is a substantial literature that can
be considered relevant. The studies of Fearn (1971), Goettge (1976), Cohn (1982),
D’Souza and Biggins (1992) and Biggins and D’Souza (1993) deal with questions
close to those considered here for the one-type case. In particular, Cohn (1982) showed
that convergence in the one-type case leads to a law of large numbers, a result that has
a direct counterpart in the multi-type case. Cohn (1989) gives the rst L2 result for
multi-type processes; the approach there contains several ingredients employed here,
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the main ones being the use of the law of large numbers and of the convergence
criterion developed in Cohn (1985).
The case of countable types has been rather neglected, but for the homogeneous
case there are relevant papers by Moy (1967) and Kesten (1989). The paper by Cohn
and Jagers (1994) considers general branching process, rather than the Galton{Watson
process, but its approach for connecting the behaviour of the process and its expectation
is close in spirit to parts of this study. Recently Jones (1997) and Hattori (1997) have
obtained results on L2 and (in the case of Jones) almost sure convergence in the
nite-type varying environment case that have several points in common with those
discussed here. That work was motivated by the need for such results in the study
of diusions on fractals; both papers contain a substantial application of the results
obtained.
The rst section looks at how, for uniformly integrable W (c), harmonic functions
and harmonic martingales arise naturally as an approximation of (1.4) for large n.
Then a simple two-type example is discussed to show that several phenomena occur
that cannot occur in the nite type Galton{Watson process; this example illustrates
aspects of several later results. Necessary and sucient conditions for Lp convergence
are obtained in the fourth section; these involve three elements, uniform integrability,
suitable mean behaviour and a ‘law of large numbers’. In the fth section the rst two
elements are retained while seeking sucient conditions for the ‘law of large numbers’
to hold. One of these results provides a generalization of Hattori’s (1997) convergence
result. Attention then shifts to obtaining moment estimates; in particular examples these
estimates can be used to verify uniform integrability and the ‘law of large numbers’
but they also allow convergence to be established by direct calculation, leading to
sucient conditions for convergence in terms of mean behaviour and ospring mo-
ments. It is clear that L2 calculations, both for moments and for convergence, are in
principle straightforward, even if notationally complicated; the discussion in Section 6
shows that, looked at in the right way, convergence in Lp, for 1<p< 2, is simi-
larly straightforward. In L2 calculations, the conditional variance formula is the key
tool; this is replaced by a suitable inequality for Lp variables. Using the Burkholder{
Davis{Gundy inequality a similar inequality can be given for certain convex functions
(in addition to xp for 1<p< 2), thereby providing a fairly straightforward route to
results under weak moment conditions (X (logX ) ones). This extension is the topic
of Section 7. Unfortunately, this route does not give the best possible L1-convergence
result for homogeneous processes. An alternative approach, which does, is to combine
the Lp results with judicious truncation of the ospring distributions; this forms the
subject of Section 8. Then almost sure convergence is discussed in Section 9.
Many of the results obtained will reduce the question of the convergence of W (c) to
moment conditions on the ospring distributions and properties of the means, often re-
lated to the relevant harmonic function. Thus, once the model is made more specic, the
challenge becomes to estimate the mean behaviour well enough to verify the conditions.
To illustrate this, the last two sections look at how the results apply to the nite-type
varying environment case, where they lead to improvements of the results in Jones
(1997) and to the branching random walk, where again new results are obtained. The
section on nite types also contains some brief remarks about the homogeneous case.
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2. Uniform integrability and harmonic limits
The convergence of Mnr c
n to a harmonic function as n goes to innity has already
been highlighted as an issue likely to be important in studying the asymptotic behaviour
of W (c). A consequence of the results in this section is that at least on a suitable
subsequence (of n) such convergence always holds when W (c) is uniformly integrable.
For a subsequence , convergence as n goes to innity through  will be denoted
by !; similarly, ! is convergence through .
Lemma 1. For any (normalised) counting c; there is a subsequence  such that
Mnr c
n ! ~hr for all r; where ~h is superharmonic; in that ~hr>r ~hr+1. If jSrj is nite
for all r then ~h is harmonic.
Proof. For a normalised counting
1 =Mncn =MrMnr c
n =
X
i2Sr
M r; iMnr; ic
n;
so, since Mr;i > 0 for all i 2Sr ,
06Mnr; ic
n6
1
Mr;i
<1: (2.1)
Hence, along a suitable subsequence, Mnr; ic
n has a limit as n goes to innity, for all
(r; i); taking limits in Mnr c
n=rMnr+1c
n and using Fatou’s lemma, shows that the limit, ~h,
must satisfy ~h
r
>r ~h
r+1
. When r is a nite matrix, using dominated convergence in
place of Fatou gives equality.
If h is harmonic then it is a possible choice for c; so all (normalised) harmonic
functions arise as limits as c varies.
In fact, when W (c) is uniformly integrable, ~h must be harmonic as the next theorem
shows. The theorem’s two conditions will gure in several other results too, so it will
be convenient to give them names.
(UI) fWn(c): n 2 g is uniformly integrable.
(H) Mnr c
n ! hr for all r.
Theorem 1. Suppose (UI) and (H) hold for a (normalised) counting c. Then h is
harmonic; E[Wn(c)jFr] !Wr(h) and the martingale W (h) converges in L1 to a limit
with mean 1.
Proof. Note rst that, combining (H) and the fact that c is normalised, h0 = 1. (H)
combines with the decomposition (1.4) to ensure that, for every r,
E[Wn(c)jFr] = ZrMnr cn !Zrhr:
The niteness of
P
i2Sr Z
r; i justies the interchange of limit and sum here. Lemma 1 of
Cohn and Jagers (1994) now applies to show that Zrhr is an L1-convergent martingale,
from which the various assertions follow.
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3. An example
The following example shows that phenomena arise here that cannot occur in the
homogeneous setup. The idea is to make the total population size grow determinis-
tically, or later according to a Galton{Watson process, but to divide the population
into two types, with one type forming a very small proportion of the population for
large times. The normalised numbers of this rare type can then fail to converge in
probability; indeed the example can be arranged so that they converge in distribution
only.
In the two type process, let the total generation size grow by deterministic splitting,
with n ospring born to every mother at time n − 1, so that Zn; 1 + Zn; 2 = n!. The
reproduction laws of the two types are the same; for any mother at time n, all her
children are of type 2 with probability pn and of type 1 with probability 1−pn. Then
n =

n(1− pn) npn
n(1− pn) npn

and Mn =

n!(1− pn) n!pn
n!(1− pn) n!pn

:
It is easy to check that there is only one harmonic function, with hn having both entries
equal to 1=n!. The matrices fng correspond to what is called a weakly ergodic case
in the theory of the products of non-negative matrices; see Cohn and Nerman (1990)
for a study of harmonic functions of products of nite matrices.
By construction, fZn; 2g is a sequence of independent random variables and Zn; 2=n
is binomially distributed with parameters (n− 1)! and pn. Now, take pn = 1=(n− 1)!,
so that this binomial converges in distribution to a Poisson law. The independence
of the variables implies that this convergence cannot be strengthened to convergence
in probability. (Obviously, it is a consequence of the choice of pn that the binomial
stabilises.)
Consider the (unnormalised) counting of the process formed by the number of
type 1 individuals when n is even and of type 2 ones when n is odd. Normalising
this according to (1.3) gives
cn =

1=(n!−n)
0

for n even; cn =

0
1=n

for n odd:
Then Wn(c) converges (to 1) along the even integers and, by construction, it converges
only in distribution along the odd integers. In the one-type varying environment case
and in homogeneous multi-type cases the uniform integrability of the sequence Wn(c)
would be enough to ensure L1 convergence. Here the sequence Wn(c) is uniformly
integrable, so the problem in obtaining L1 convergence must lie elsewhere. We will
see that a ‘law of large numbers’ is needed which fails on the odd integers for this
counting.
It is worth seeing what dierence it makes when there is some randomness in the
population numbers. Suppose that at time n each mother has on average n children, with
all of them of type 2 with probability 1=(n− 1)! and all of type 1 otherwise. Provided
the variance of the family size at time n decreases quickly enough, a result of Fearn
(1971) (which is a special case of Proposition 1 given later) ensures that the martingale
(Zn; 1 +Zn; 2)=n!! W; almost surely and in L2. Now Zn; 2=n is conditionally binomially
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distributed with parameters (Zn−1; 1 + Zn−1; 2) and 1=(n− 1)!, giving convergence to a
mixed Poisson law with mean W as n goes to innity.
Finally, return to the case of deterministic population totals but now take pn =
( log n)=(n− 1)!. Then
Var

Zn; 2
EZn; 2

=Var

Zn; 2=n
(n− 1)!pn

=
(n− 1)!pn(1− pn)
((n− 1)!pn)2 ! 0
as n goes to innity, so that Zn; 2=EZn; 2 converges to one in L2. However a tedious
Stirling’s approximation of the binomial probabilities shows that, for > 0, a su-
ciently small  guarantees thatX
n
P

Zn; 2
n
>(n− 1)!pn(1 + )

=1:
Because the Binomials are independent, this implies that Zn; 2=EZn; 2 does not converge
almost surely. Thus, in general, even when L2 convergence holds, extra conditions will
be needed to obtain almost sure convergence.
4. Necessary and sucient conditions for Lp convergence
In this section necessary and sucient conditions are given for W (c) to converge in
Lp along the subsequence  to a limit with a nite pth moment. For such convergence
uniform integrability of pth powers is certainly necessary; hence the following variant
on (UI) will be needed.
(UIp) f(Wn(c))p: n 2 g is uniformly integrable.
If Wn(c) is approximated by its conditional expectation given Fr , with r much
less than n, then (1.4) suggests that (H) will also be necessary for convergence. This
reasoning is essentially correct, but there is a minor complication that arises; dierent
harmonic functions that yield the same harmonic martingales must be identied with
each other, so (H) has to be weakened a little. The example in the previous section
shows (UI) and (H) are not enough for L1-convergence; another condition is needed.
Cohn’s (1982) study of the one-type case shows the intimate relationship between con-
vergence in probability and a certain law of large numbers; this law of large numbers
holds automatically in several models, as it did in Cohn (1989), but it does not here,
so now it has to arise as a condition. This additional condition is now introduced along
with some further notation (which is only needed in this section and the next one).
Let Wr; i(c) be the analogue of W (c) for the process started at time r by a type i
person; so
Wnr; i(c) =
Znr; ic
n
Mnr; icn
: (4.1)
(To t in with the convention that counts are normalised, c has to be renormalised when
the starting state changes, which accounts for the denominator.) The decomposition
(1.2) gives
Wn(c) =
X
i2Sr
Zr; iX
l=1
Mnr; ic
nW nr; i;l(c) for r6n; (4.2)
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where fWnr; i;l(c): i 2 Sr ; l = 1; 2; : : : ; g are independent given Fr , and Wnr; i;l(c) is
distributed like Wnr; i(c).
The ‘law of large numbers’ condition will involve the weak limits of the variables
Wnr; i(c) appearing in the decomposition (4.2). To state it, and for later arguments, a
sequence  is called stable (for c) if (H) holds (with  in place of ) and for each
(r; i), the variables Wnr; i(c) converge in distribution as n goes to innity. Let the weak
limit be Yr; i, with Laplace transforms r; i. Note that, though the notation does not
draw attention to this, in general Yr; i, and r; i, depend on the sequence .
As already noted, any sequence contains a subsequence satisfying (H). Also, because
all the variables concerned are non-negative with mean one, each of the sequences
fWnr; i(c): ng is tight. Hence, a stable subsequence can be selected from any sequence
by a diagonal argument, so stable sequences always exist. It is worth noting explicitly
that any stable sequence has a particular (superharmonic) h associated with it.
The ‘law of large numbers’ condition is now given; it is followed by an explanation
of its name.
(LLN) For every stable subsequence of  and all x> 0
X
i2Sr
[Mr;ihr; i]
"
log(exh
r; i
r; i(xhr; i))
hr; i
#
! 0; (4.3)
as r !1.
Several comments are worth making. Firstly, by Jensen’s inequality, E[exp
(−xWnr; i(c))]>e−x, so, letting n go to innity,
r; i(x)>e−x for all (r; i); (4.4)
hence each of the terms in (4.3) is non-negative. Secondly,
1>EWn(h) =
X
i2Sn
Mn; ihn; i; (4.5)
because h is superharmonic, and r; i(x)61 for x>0 so
log(exh
r; i
r; i(xhr; i))
hr; i
6x;
hence both terms in square brackets in (4.3) are bounded.
It is the behaviour of the second term in square brackets in (4.3) that leads to a law
of large numbers interpretation. To illustrate this, let fYr; i;l: i 2 Sr ; l = 1; 2; : : :g be
independent random variables with Yr; i;l having transform r; i. Let byc be the integer
part of y. Suppose for some sequence of types i(r), with i(r) 2Sr , hr; i(r) goes to zero
with r. Then, dropping the time index r in i(r) from the notation,
log(exh
r; i
r; i(xhr; i))
hr; i
! 0 as r !1 (4.6)
is equivalent to
1
b(hr; i)−1c
b(hr; i)−1cX
l=1
(Yr; i;l − 1)! 0 as r !1 (4.7)
in probability. This is a law of large numbers, in that it demands that sums of inde-
pendent variables in a suitable triangular array should converge in probability to zero.
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When hr; i does not go to zero (4.6) no longer corresponds to a law of large numbers in
the usual sense, instead it demands that Yr; i becomes increasingly concentrated around
one as r goes to innity.
Note that (LLN) does not demand a ‘law of large numbers’ for sets of typesAnSn
such that
lim
n
X
i2An
[Mr;ihr; i] = 0: (4.8)
An informal description of this is that types that do not contribute signicantly in the
harmonic martingale do not need a law of large numbers.
When L1 convergence holds we will see that the variables Wnr; i(c) converge for
each (r; i) on the whole of , not just on a selected subsequence. However, it is not
necessary to incorporate convergence along the whole sequence into the statement of
(LLN).
Theorem 2. When (UI) and (H) hold; (LLN) is necessary and sucient for the con-
vergence of Wn(c) in probability and hence in L1 along . When convergence occurs
it is to the martingale limit W1(h).
Before starting the main proof a preliminary lemma which will also be needed later
is given.
Lemma 2. For any stable sequence  let
r(x) =
Y
i2Sr
(r; i(xhr; i))Z
r; i
:
(i) E[exp(−xWn(c))jFr] ! r(x).
(ii) For each x> 0; r(x) is a (bounded) martingale.
(iii) r(x)>exp(−xW r(h)) for all r; including r =1.
(iv) For each r; r(x) is a (random) Laplace transform and hence so is the
limit; 1(x).
Proof. Writing the decomposition (4.2) in transforms
E[exp(−xWn(c))jFr] =
Y
i2Sr
Zr; iY
l=1
E[exp(−xMnr; icnW nr; i(c))]:
Then, using the fact that (H) holds on , the weak convergence of fWnr; i(c): ng on 
and the niteness of
P
i2Sr Z
r; i,
E[exp(−xWn(c))jFr] !
Y
i2Sr
Zr; iY
l=1
r; i(xhr; i) =
Y
i2Sr
r; i(xhr; i)Z
r; i
; (4.9)
proving (i). Part (ii) follows from (i), using dominated convergence. Using (4.4),
r(x) =
Y
i2Sr
r; i(xhr; i)Z
r; i
>exp
 
−
X
i2Sr
xhr; iZr; i
!
= exp(−xW r(h)); (4.10)
so letting r !1 completes the proof of (iii). Part (iv) needs no proof.
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Let Y be the weak limit of Wn(c) on a stable subsequence. Taking expectations in
(4.9), or taking weak limits in (4.2), gives the representation
Y =
X
i2Sr
Zr; iX
l=1
hr; iYr; i;l:
In the light of part (iii) here and the example in Section 3 it is reasonable to
seek natural conditions that ensure that the distribution corresponding to 1 has mean
W1(h); however, we have no results on this.
Proof of Theorem 2. To show convergence in probability it is enough to show con-
vergence along a subsequence of an arbitrary subsequence. A stable subsequence  can
be selected from an arbitrary subsequence of . Thus, the proof of suciency will be
completed by showing convergence in probability of Wn(c) along  to a limit which is
independent of the choice of subsequence. The approach to this is that used by Cohn
(1985), expressed in Laplace transform terms in Lemma 9:1 in Biggins and Kyprianou
(1997). Applying that lemma, if the martingale limit, 1(x), can be shown to have
the form exp(−xX ), for some proper random variable X , Wn(c) !X in probability.
Now
log r(x) + xW r(h) =
X
i2Sr
Zr; ihr; i

logr; i(xhr; i)
hr; i
+ x

;
so, using part (iii) of the previous lemma,
06E[log r(x) + xW r(h)] =
X
i2Sr
M r; ihr; i

logr; i(xhr; i)
hr; i
+ x

! 0
when (LLN) holds. Hence r(x)! exp(−xW1(h)) and so Wn(c) !W1(h) in proba-
bility. This completes the proof that (LLN) is sucient for convergence in probability
(even without (UI)).
Suppose now that Wn(c) !X in probability. When (UI) holds
E[Wn(c)jFr] !E[X jFr] (4.11)
in L1 and hence in probability, for any r. However, since both (UI) and (H) hold,
Theorem 1 holds, so E[Wn(c)jFr] also tends to E[W1(h)jFr] as n goes to innity
through  (and the martingale W (h) is uniformly integrable). Thus X must be W1(h).
Furthermore, because Wn(c) is non-negative and converges to W1(h), dominated
convergence gives
E[exp(−xWn(c))jFr] !E[exp(−xW1(h))jFr]: (4.12)
Now suppose  is stable. Then, combining Lemma 2(i) with (4.12),
r(x) = E[exp(−xW1(h))jFr]! exp(−xW1(h)); (4.13)
so
06log r(x) + xW r(h) =
X
i2Sr
Zr; ihr; i

logr; i(xhr; i)
hr; i
+ x

! 0: (4.14)
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Since
06
X
i2Sr
Zr; ihr; i

logr; i(xhr; i)
hr; i
+ x

6x
X
i2Sr
Zr; ihr; i = xW r(h)
which are uniformly integrable, taking expectations in (4.14) shows that (LLN) holds.
Corollary 1. Suppose (UI) and (H) hold and that there is a nite upper bound on
fjSrj: rg. Then the ‘law of large numbers’; (4:6); holding for every sequence of types
fi(r) 2 Srg with lim inf rMr; i(r)hr; i(r)> 0 is necessary and sucient for the conver-
gence of Wn(c) in probability and hence in L1 along .
Proof. For any > 0 let Ar() be the types i 2 Sr with Mr;ihr; i6. For suciency
note that, using bounded convergence,
lim sup
r
X
i2Sr
[Mr;ihr; i]
"
log(exh
r; i
r; i(xhr; i))
hr; i
#
6 lim sup
r
jAr()j6 lim sup
r
jSrj
so (LLN) holds. Necessity follows directly from (LLN).
Corollary 2. Suppose (UI) and (H) hold and that Sr =Ar [Br with (4:8); holding.
Suppose also that there is a nite upper bound on fjBrj: rg. Then the ‘law of large
numbers’; (4:6); holding for every choice of i(r) 2 Br is sucient for the convergence
of Wn(c) in probability and hence in L1 along .
Proof. An application of bounded convergence shows that (LLN) holds.
It is not hard to give necessary and sucient conditions for Lp convergence. How-
ever, as already mentioned, (H) must be relaxed a little.
(H0) The sequence  is such that if ~h
r
and h
r
arise as limits when (H) holds on
any two subsequences of  then W1( ~h) =W1( h) almost surely.
This condition allows for the possibility that dierent harmonic functions could give
rise to exactly the same martingale limit. When the martingales converge in L1 equality
of the limits is equivalent to Zr( ~h
r − hr) = 0 almost surely for every r.
Theorem 3. The conditions (UI); (H0) and (LLN) are necessary and sucient for
the convergence of Wn(c) in L1 along .
Proof. For suciency, apply Theorem 2 to any subsequence on which (H) holds to
give convergence on that subsequence, and note that (H0) ensures that the limit variable
is independent of the particular subsequence.
Turning to necessity, suppose Wn(c) !X in probability. Fatou’s lemma ensures that
X must have nite mean, and then (UI) is necessary for L1 convergence to X . If (H0)
fails then, because (2.1) holds, two subsequences can be selected for which (H) holds
for dierent h corresponding to dierent martingale limits. As noted in Theorem 1,
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E[Wn(c)jFr] will converge along each subsequence, but to the conditional expectation
of dierent martingale limits, contradicting (4.11). Thus (H0) must hold. Now the
necessity of (LLN) is contained in Theorem 2.
Corollary 3. The conditions (UIp); (H0) and (LLN) are necessary and sucient for
the convergence of Wn(c) in Lp along  to a limit with nite pth moment.
Proof. Apply Theorem 3 and the characterisation of Lp convergence given, for exam-
ple, in Proposition II.6.1 of Neveu (1965).
Theorem 4. When (UIp); (H) and (LLN) hold Wnk; j(c) converges in Lp (to W
1
k; j(h))
provided hk; j > 0.
Proof. The idea is to check that (UIp), (H) and (LLN) hold when the starting point
(k; j) is used. Note rst that, because of normalisation, the appropriate harmonic func-
tion for that starting point is (hk; j)−1hr and the new counting vector is (Mnk; jc
n)−1cn.
For the rest of the argument x (k; j) with hk; j > 0 and let  = (hk; j)−1 so that the
harmonic function starting from (k; j) is hr .
To check (H) starting from (k; j) just note that
Mnr c
n
Mnk; jc
n
! h
r
hk; j
= hr
using (H). All the non-zero values of Mnk; jc
n are bounded below by a positive constant,
; furthermore, when Mnk; jc
n is zero so is Wnk; j(c). Hence, from the decomposition (4.2),
Wn(c)>I(Zk; j > 0)Wnk; j;1(c); (4.15)
so (UIp) implies that f(Wnk; j(c))p: n>kg is uniformly integrable. Finally, turning to
(LLN), any stable sequence for the starting point (k; j) has a subsequence which is
stable for the original starting point too. Then, by assumption, (LLN) holds for the
resulting weak limits. For the starting point (k; j), (4.3) becomes
X
i2Sr
[Mr;ik; jh
r; i]
"
log(exh
r; i
r; i(xhr; i))
hr; i
#
! 0: (4.16)
Now a change of variable from x to y = x and the bound Mk; jMr; ik; j6M
r;i give
[Mr;ik; jh
r; i]
"
log(exh
r; i
r; i(xhr; i))
hr; i
#
6(Mk; j)−1[Mr;ihr; i]
"
log(eyh
r; i
r; i(yhr; i))
hr; i
#
;
so (LLN) implies (4.16).
Returning to the example, when c is a count of type-2 individuals (UI) and (H)
both hold. However, Wnk;1(c) = k!Z
n; 2
k;1 =n converges to k! times a Poisson variable with
mean 1=k!, giving the distribution of Yk;1 corresponding to the Laplace transform k;1.
Since (hk;1)−1 = k!, it follows that (hk;1)−1 logk;1(xhk;1) is the logarithm of a Laplace
transform of a Poisson variable with mean one, and so (LLN) fails. Note that, though
(UI) holds, the collection of weak limits fYk;1: kg is not uniformly integrable.
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5. Some sucient conditions for Lp convergence
The aim in this section is to look for conditions that are sucient for (LLN) to
hold, while retaining the assumptions (UIp) and (H). The observations at the end of
the previous section suggest that uniform integrability assumptions that extend over the
various possible starting points may force (LLN) to hold. In a similar vein, Proposi-
tion 2:1 of Hattori (1997) suggests that suitable moment estimates will have the same
eect. In the example in Section 3 convergence occurs for type 1 but not for type 2.
One dierence between the types is that the mean numbers of type 1 are of the same
order as the harmonic function, but those of type 2 are not, so type 2 forms a neg-
ligible proportion of the harmonic martingale. This suggests that provided attention is
restricted to types that contribute substantially in the harmonic martingale (LLN) may
hold automatically.
The results of this section make these ideas more precise. Each result requires a
dierent additional restriction on h. For the rst two results, an estimate of the th
moment of sums of independent variables is needed and, in later sections, similar
estimates will be needed for martingale dierences. The key result is now recorded.
For martingale dierences fig by Burkholder’s inequality (Chow and Teicher, 1989,
Section 11:2) there is a constant, B (depending only on ), such that
E

X
i
i


6BE

 X
i
(i)2
!1=2

: (5.1)
When 1<62, (
P
i (i)
2)1=26(
P
i jij)1=, so
E

X
i
i


6B
X
i
Ejij for 1<62: (5.2)
When =2 this holds with equality and B=1, for it is then just the standard conditional
variance decomposition.
The rst theorem concerns uniform integrability. The following estimate will be
useful. Its omitted proof, which follows a standard pattern, uses truncation, the moment
inequality (5.2), and a simple moment bound.
Lemma 3. Let fYig be a collection of zero mean random variables and let fYi;l: lg
be independent variables with Yi;l distributed like Yi. Let T be the supremum of
EjYijI(jYij>T ). Then; for  2 (1; 2] and any T > 0;
P
 
X
i
niX
l=1
CiYi;l
> 3
!
6
B0T
P
i ni(Ci)


+
2T
P
i niCi

;
where B0 depends only on .
Theorem 5. Suppose (UIp) and (H) hold and; for some  2 (1; 2];X
i2Sr
Zr; i(hr; i) ! 0 (5.3)
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in probability as r ! 1. Suppose that the collection of weak limits arising on any
stable subsequence of  are uniformly integrable; all with mean one. Then (LLN)
holds; so Wn(c) converges in Lp along  to W1(h).
Proof. Theorem 1 shows that Wn(h) is uniformly integrable. Then, as is noted in the
proof of Theorem 2 after (4.14), to establish (LLN) it is sucient to show thatX
i2Sr
Zr; i(logr; i(xhr; i) + hr; ix)! 0
in probability, for such a uniformly integrable set of limits. This, in its turn, corresponds
to the random variable
X
i2Sr
Zr; iX
l
(Yr; i;l − 1)hr; i
converging to zero in probability. Applying the lemma shows that the probability that
this variable exceeds 3 is less than
B0T
P
i2Sr Z
r; i(hr; i)

+
2T
P
i2Sr Z
r; ihr; i

which goes to zero as r and then T goes to innity, using uniform integrability to
ensure that T goes to zero.
Suppose that all the variables fWnr; i(c): r = 0; 1; 2; : : : ; i 2 Sr ; n = r; r + 1; : : :g are
uniformly integrable. Then weak limits also form a uniformly integrable collection,
with all members having mean one. This leads to the following corollary.
Corollary 4. Suppose (UIp); (H) and (5:3) hold. Suppose also that the variables
fWnr; i(c): r = 0; 1; 2; : : : ; i 2 Sr ; n = r; r + 1; : : :g are uniformly integrable. Then the
conclusion of Theorem 5 holds.
SinceX
i2Sr
Zr; i(hr; i)6

sup
i2Sr
hr; i
−1X
i2Sr
Zr; ihr; i =

sup
i2Sr
hr; i
−1
Wr(h); (5.4)
one simple condition for (5.3) to hold is that supi2Snh
n; i goes to zero as n !1. Since
Mnhn = 1 for every normalised harmonic h
sup
i2Sn
hn; i6 sup
i2Sn
1
Mn; i
;
so if the latter quantity goes to zero supi2Snh
n; i will go to zero for any h. When jSnj
is innite it will be usual that Mn; i is small ‘for large i’ so this observation is most
relevant when there is a nite bound on the size of the type spaces. The following
approximation result is now an easy consequence. Let H be the set of (non-null,
normalised) harmonic functions.
Corollary 5. Suppose
inf
i2Sn
Mn; i !1 as n !1 (5.5)
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and all the variables fWnr; i(c): r = 0; 1; 2; : : : ; i 2 Sr ; n = r; r + 1; : : :g are uniformly
integrable. Then
inf
h2H
E[jWn(c)−W1(h)j]! 0
as n !1.
Proof. Suppose the result fails, so that a subsequence  can be selected such that, for
some > 0,
inf
n2 infh2H
E[jWn(c)−W1(h)j]>:
Choose a further subsequence such that (H) holds, which is possible because of (2.1);
now, as already noted, (5.5) implies that supi2Snh
n; i ! 0 on this subsequence, so
applying the previous theorem gives a contradiction.
For a homogeneous process it is natural to dene a homogeneous counting as one
that has an unnormalised version independent of n (e.g. count type ‘7’). For these, it
is not too hard to see that Wnr; i(c) has the same distribution as W
n−r
0; i (c), so to apply
the results in this case it will then be enough that fWn(c)g is uniformly integrable
as n and the starting type vary. When the set of types is nite and irreducible (4.15)
implies that it will be enough that the sequence fWn(c)g is uniformly integrable for
some starting type.
The next result provides the promised generalisation of Proposition 2.1 of Hattori
(1997).
Theorem 6. Suppose (UIp) and (H) hold; and for some  2 (1; 2]
sup
n
E[jWnr; i(c)− 1j] = kr; i <1:
If X
i2Sr
Zr; ikr; i(hr; i) ! 0 (5.6)
in probability then Wn(c) converges in Lp along  to W1(h). If supi2Sr kr; i(h
r; i)−1
goes to zero as r !1 then (5:6) holds.
Proof. By Fatou, EjYr; i− 1j6kr; i. Using (5.2) and Markov’s inequality shows, much
as in the previous proof, that (LLN) now holds if (5.6) does. An inequality like (5.4)
gives the nal assertion.
In Hattori’s result  = p = 2; kr; i is bounded by v=er , where condition (3) there
implies that en must be such that supi2Snh
n; i=en goes to zero with n; furthermore
Hattori’s condition (2) is, essentially, an assumption that there is only one harmonic
function.
This section’s nal result shows that provided the counting is comparable to a
harmonic function Lp convergence follows from (UIp) and (H).
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Theorem 7. Suppose (UIp) and (H) hold;
P
i2Sn P(Z
n; i > 0)hn; i ! 0 as n !1; and;
for some C > 0; the counting c satises
cn6Chn for all suciently large n 2 : (5.7)
Then Wn(c) converges to W1(h) in Lp along .
A count of type 1 in the example in Section 3 (with pn = 1=(n − 1)!) satises the
conditions of this theorem. In the irreducible homogenous nite-type process, Perron{
Frobenius can be used to check (easily) that the conditions here other than (UIp)
hold.
The rst part of the proof is separated out as a lemma.
Lemma 4. When (H) holds and
P
i2Sn P(Z
n; i > 0)hn; i ! 0 as n !1; the martingale
limit 1 (associated with a stable sequence) is innitely divisible.
Proof. It is enough to show that, for any < 1; 1(x) is a Laplace transform. Let
~r(x) =
Y
i2Sr
r; i(xhr; i)bZ
r; ic+I(Zr; i>0);
because the product is of a nite number of terms, ~r(x) must be a Laplace transform
for each r. Now
06  log r(x)− log ~r(x)
=
X
i2Sr
(Zr; i − bZr; ic − I(Zr; i > 0)) logr; i(xhr; i)
6
X
i2Sr
−I(Zr; i > 0) logr; i(xhr; i)
6 x
X
i2Sr
I(Zr; i > 0)hr; i;
because exr; i(x)>1; thus
06E( log r(x)− log ~r(x))6x
X
i2Sr
P(Zr; i > 0)hr; i ! 0;
giving convergence in L1 and hence in probability. Now, along a suitable subsequence,
convergence holds for all rational x>0, almost surely. On this sequence the Laplace
transforms f ~r(x): rg converge (for all x>0) almost surely to 1(x) which therefore
must be a Laplace transform.
Proof of Theorem 7. Note rst that, by Theorem 1, W (h) is a martingale that con-
verges in L1 to a limit with mean one.
Take  to be a stable sequence for c; Lemma 4 shows that the resulting 1 is
innitely divisible. The next part of the proof shows that the (random) probability
measure corresponding to 1 has bounded support. Since the only innitely divisible
distributions with bounded support are point masses, this forces 1(x) to have the
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form e−xX ; then convergence in probability of Wn(c) to X follows, just as in the proof
of Theorem 2.
Clearly, Eq. (5.7) implies that the random variables CWn(h)−Wn(c) are non-negative
for large n and they converge in distribution to a non-negative limit on a suitable
subsequence of . Then, because Wn(h) converges almost surely, CWr(n)h − Wn(c)
must also converge in distribution to a non-negative variable for any fr(n)g going to
innity with n. By Lemma 2
lim
r
lim
n2 E[exp(−xW
n(c))jFr] = 1(x);
hence it is possible to choose fr(n): n 2 g so that
E[exp(−xWn(c))jFr(n)] ! 1(x)
in probability simultaneously for all x> 0. Then
E[exp(−x(Wn(c)− CWr(n)(h))jFr(n)] ! exp(CxW1(h))1(x):
The distribution corresponding to the transform exp(CxW1(h))1(x) must be non-
positive almost surely, otherwise CWr(n)(h)−Wn(c) cannot converge to a non-negative
variable. Hence, the measure corresponding to 1 is conned to [0; CW1(h)] and so
1(x) = e−xX for some X 2 [0; CW1(h)]. Since the limit has the right form, the
uniformly integrable sequence fWr(c)g converges in probability to X , and X must
have mean 1. Applying Lemma 2(iii), e−xX>exp(−xW1(h)) and hence X6W1(h).
Since both variables have mean one, this implies that X =W1(h).
6. Moment estimates and Lp convergence for 1<p62
In applying the results of the previous sections to particular examples it will usually
be necessary to estimate moments of Wnr; i(c). One aim of this section is to provide
such estimates for pth moments when 1<p62; p is taken in this range for the
remainder of the paper. It is also possible to use these moment estimates to consider
the convergence of Wn(c) in Lp. The basic idea to obtain convergence is easiest to
explain in L2: it is to assume that (H) holds and to show that the covariance between
Wn(c) and the martingale Wn(h) goes to zero. The extension of this idea to moments
between one and two relies on the moment inequality (5.2); in fact deducing (5.2) is
the only place in the arguments where dealing with 1<p< 2 introduces additional
diculty.
Two kinds of convergence theorem will be obtained. In one kind, conditions are
given that ensure that any counting of the process can be approximated by a harmonic
counting (along the lines of Corollary 5). The conditions are rather stringent when the
type space grows with n; the aim is to cover a large number of nite-type processes,
including the irreducible homogeneous ones, in one condition. In the other kind, the
conditions are expressed in terms of the particular harmonic function arising as the
limit; this leads to some restriction of the countings that can be considered, but covers
innite type spaces more eectively.
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Let ~r; j be the (random) vector with ith component the absolute value of the ith
component of r; j − Er; j, so ~r; j is the vector of deviations of the family size vector
about its mean. Then, for a>0
jr; ja− Er; jaj6 ~r; ja: (6.1)
This simple bound will be useful in applications of dominated convergence in later
arguments.
The rst result examines the convergence of the martingale Wn(h) in Lp. The ideas
in the proof will also gure in the main result.
Proposition 1. Suppose h is harmonic. Then; for some nite C;
E(jW1(h)−Wn(h)jp)6C
1X
r=n
X
j2Sr
M r;jE[( ~r; jh
r+1)p]:
Proof. From the denition (1.1) and the fact that h is harmonic
Wr+1(h)−Wr(h) =
X
j2Sr
Zr; jX
l=1
(r; j;l − Er; j)hr+1;
where fr; j;l: l = 1; 2; : : :g are independent copies of the family size vector, r; j. An
application of (5.2) combines with the bound (6.1) to give
E[jWr+1(h)−Wr(h)jpjFr]6B
X
j2Sr
Zr; jE[( ~r; jh
r+1)p]:
Another use of (5.2) gives
EjW1(h)−Wn(h)jp6B
1X
r=n
EjWr+1(h)−Wr(h)jp:
Taking the expectation of the rst of these bounds and then combining it with the
second gives the result.
Working with the variables ~r; j allows the results to cover cases where convergence
occurs because of increasing concentration in the ospring distributions as r goes to
innity. However, it is worth noting immediately that in most applications of the results
to particular models, the centring of r; j will not help with convergence; then the
elementary bound
E[( ~r; ih
r+1)p]62E[(r; ihr+1)p] (6.2)
can be used in checking conditions.
Further insight into the interplay between mean behaviour and ospring moments
can be obtained at the expense of a little more notation. Let ^n; j be the vector formed
by dividing the entries of ~n;j by those of En;j =M
n+1
n; j (with 0 = 0=0) and let e
0 be
a vector of ones. Now note that for harmonic h, for any i 2Sn
hr; j =Mnr; jh
n>Mn; ir; j h
n; i;
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so, for any a>0,
X
i2Sn
ai
hn; i
hr; j
6
X
i2Sn
ai
Mn; ir; j
:
Hence
~n;jh
n+16hn; j^n; je
0; (6.3)
leading to the following corollary to Proposition 1.
Corollary 6. Suppose h is harmonic. For some nite C
E(jW1(h)−Wn(h)jp)6C
1X
r=n
X
j2Sr
M r;j(hr;j)pE[(^r; je
0)p]:
In particular, when there is an upper bound on the ospring moments the martingale
Wn(h) converges in Lp when
1X
r=n
X
j2Sr
M r;j(hr;j)p <1: (6.4)
The harmonic functions are not necessarily bounded, so it is possible for convergence
to hold for some p< 2 but not for p = 2 in (6.4). An application of the results to
the homogeneous branching random walk on the integers, discussed in a later section,
shows that this does indeed occur.
Proposition 2. There is a nite constant C such that; for any (normalised) count c;
E(jWn(c)− 1jp)6C
n−1X
r=0
X
j2Sn
Mr;jE[( ~r; jM
n
r+1c
n)p]:
Proof. First note that (5.2) can be applied to
Wn(c)− 1 =
n−1X
r=0
(E[Wn(c))jFr+1]− E[Wn(c)jFr]):
Now, using (1.4) and (1.1),
E[Wn(c)jFr+1]− E[Wn(c)jFr] =
X
j2Sr
Zr; jX
l=1
(r; j;l − Er; j)Mnr+1cn;
so a second use of (5.2) gives the stated result.
The results that hold for all countings are based on the observation that, because c is
normalised, (2.1) gives Mn+1r+1; ic
n6(Mr+1; i)−1; in particular, taking cn = hn shows that
the bound applies also to any harmonic function. It will be convenient to have vector
notation for this bound. Let Hr+1 be the vector with ith component (Mr+1; i)−1 so
Mn+1r+1 c
n6Hr+1 for all n>r: (6.5)
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Propositions 1 and 2 and the bound (6.5) make the following moment condition a
natural one when seeking convergence for any c-counting:
(Mp)
P
n
P
j2Sn M
n; jE[( ~n;jHn+1)p]<1.
Once (Mp) is imposed the two earlier propositions immediately yield the next theo-
rem and set the scene for the following one. Recall that H is the set of (normalised,
non-null) harmonic functions.
Theorem 8. When (Mp) holds every harmonic martingale converges in Lp. The
convergence is uniform; in that
sup
h2H
E[jW1(h)−Wn(h)jp]! 0
as n ! 1. Furthermore for any (normalised) counting; c; W (c) is uniformly
integrable.
The next lemma gives some simple but important properties of H .
Lemma 5. For any i 2Sn; H r>Mn; ir Hn; i. Furthermore jSnjHr>Mnr Hn.
Proof. For any i 2Sn,
Mn; ir; j H
n; i =
Mn; ir; j
Mn; i
=
Mn; ir; j
MrMn; ir
6
1
Mr;j
= Hr;j:
For the last part just sum this inequality over i 2Sn.
Since Hn+1; i = (Mn+1; i)−1 it might be expected that Mn; j ~n;jHn+1 is of order one.
Using Lemma 5, for any a>0 and j 2Sr ,X
i2Sn+1
aiM
n+1; i
n; j H
n+1; i6Hn; j
X
i2Sn+1
ai
so
(Hn; j)−1 ~n;jH
n+1 =Mn; j ~n;jH
n+16^n; je
0: (6.6)
Hence, (Mp) is implied by
X
n
X
j2Sn
E[(^n; je0)p]
(Mn; j)p−1
<1: (6.7)
Furthermore, Minkowski’s inequality can be applied to bound E[(^n; je0)p] in terms of
the p-moments of the components of n;j.
Inspecting (6.7) gives some insight into the restrictiveness of (Mp). The inner sum
must be nite and go to zero with n. When jSnj is innite or grows with n, this will
rarely be the case; roughly speaking, the most plausible way will be for the ospring
distribution to be closer and closer to being degenerate around its mean as the parent’s
type moves to innity in Sn. When the ospring distributions (scaled by their means)
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have bounded p-moment, but no degeneracy, and there is a nite upper bound on the
size of jSnj, (6.7) is equivalent toX
n
1
(inf j2Sn Mn; j)p−1
<1;
so then all the entries of the mean matrices need to grow suciently quickly.
The rst part of the next theorem is separated out as a proposition for later use
when almost sure convergence is considered.
Proposition 3. Suppose h is harmonic. Then for any 
Wn(c)− Wn(h) = (1− ) +
n−1X
r=0
X
j2Sr
Zr; jX
l=1
(r; j;l − Er; j)(Mnr+1cn − hr+1);
where; given Fr ; fr; j;l: j 2 Sr ; l = 1; 2; : : :g are independent and r; j;l is a copy
of r; j.
Proof. Let
Y (r − 1; n) = E[Wn(c)jFr]− E[Wn(c)jFr−1]− (Wr(h)−Wr−1(h)):
Then, telescoping the sum,
Wn(c)− Wn(h)− (1− ) =
n−1X
r=0
Y (r; n):
Now much as in the Propositions 1 and 2, because h is harmonic,
Y (r; n) =
X
j2Sr
Zr; jX
l=1
(r; j;l − Er; j)(Mnr+1cn − hr+1):
Substitution gives the result.
Theorem 9. Suppose (H) and (Mp) hold. Then h is harmonic and Wn(c) !W1(h)
in Lp.
Proof. Note rst that when (Mp) holds the resulting uniform integrability of W (c)
combines with Theorem 1 to ensure that the h arising from (H) must be harmonic.
Hence, the framework of the previous proposition can be employed.
Take  = 1. Note rst that a use of (5.2) gives
EjWn(c)−Wn(h)jp6B
n−1X
r=0
EjY (r; n)jp: (6.8)
Furthermore since, given Fr ; Y (r; n) is a sum of independent zero-mean variables,
a second use of (5.2) for the conditional expectation given Fr followed by taking
expectations gives
E[jY (r; n)jp]6B
X
j2Sr
M r;jEj(r; j − Er; j)(Mnr+1cn − hr+1)jp: (6.9)
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When (H) holds
j(r; j − Er; j)(Mnr+1cn − hr+1)j ! 0
almost surely. Using the bounds (6.1) and (6.5),
j(r; j − Er; j)(Mnr+1cn − hr+1)j6 ~r; j(Mnr+1cn + hr+1)
6 2 ~r; jH
r+1: (6.10)
When (Mp) holds the bounding variable here has nite pth moment, so by dominated
convergence
Ej(r; j − Er; j)(Mnr+1cn − hr+1)jp ! 0;
furthermore this expectation is bounded by 2pE( ~r; jH r+1)p. Thus, when (Mp) holds,
a second application of dominated convergence shows that
n−1X
r=0
EjY (r; n)jp ! 0:
Hence EjWn(c)−Wn(h)jp ! 0. Combining this with Theorem 8 nishes the proof.
Theorem 10. Suppose (Mp) holds. Then
sup
c
inf
h2H
EjWn(c)−W1(h)jp ! 0 as n !1:
Proof. Note that in selecting c, the component vectors cn can be chosen separately, so
if the result fails there is a c and a subsequence such that, throughout that subsequence,
for some > 0
inf
h2H
EjWn(c)−W1(h)jp>:
Now select a further subsequence such that (H) holds and apply Theorem 9 to give a
contradiction.
As already noted, (Mp) is rather restrictive when the type spaces are innite so
it will be useful to have a result that does not use it. The next theorem is of this
form; the idea is to give conditions that depend only on the particular h. For it the
following strengthening of (H) will be needed involving some control on the manner
of convergence; it will gure in many of the results that follow.
(H-C) (H) holds and for some scalars Cr>1; Mnr c
n6Crhr for all n 2 v.
The condition imposed in (5.7) of Theorem 7 is a special case, with Cr = C.
Theorem 11. Suppose (H-C) holds and
1X
r=0
X
j2Sr
M r;jE[(Cr+1 ~r; jh
r+1)p]<1: (6.11)
Then h is harmonic and Wn(c) !W1(h) in Lp.
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Proof. Note rst that (H-C) and Proposition 2 combine with (6.11) to ensure that
W (c) is uniformly integrable, and hence that h is harmonic by Theorem 1.
Now the proof is like that of Theorem 9, but with dierent dominating variables.
The signicant change is that the bound (6.10) in Theorem 9 is replaced by
j(r; j − Er; j)(Mnr+1cn − hr+1)j6 ~r; j(Mnr+1cn + hr+1)
6 (Cr+1 + 1) ~r; jh
r+1: (6.12)
Using the bound (6.3), (6.11) is implied by
1X
r=0
(Cr+1)p
X
j2Sr
M r;j(hr;j)pE[(^r; je
0)p]<1 (6.13)
which in its turn is implied by
1X
r=0
(Cr+1)p
X
j2Sr
M r;j(hr;j)p <1 (6.14)
when there is a suitable uniform bound on the ospring moments.
7. X (log+X ) moments
Let  be an increasing convex function on [0;1) with (0)=0 and (2y)6c(y)
for all y> 0 for some strictly positive nite c. Then the Burkholder{Davis{Gundy
inequalities (Chow and Teicher, 1989, Section 11:3) show that (5.1) is a special case of
E
 
X
i
i

!
6BE
0
@ X
i
(i)2
!1=21A :
Suppose in addition that  is dierentiable with 0(y)=y decreasing; writing (y1=2)
as the integral of its derivative shows that it is subadditive, in the sense that
((x + y)1=2)6(x1=2) + (y1=2). Thus
E
 
X
i
i

!
6B
X
i
E(jij):
Hence j  jp can be replaced by (j  j) throughout Section 6, except in (6.7), (6.13) and
(6.14); the derivation of the exceptions uses jxyjp= jxjpjyjp which does not necessar-
ily translate to . In particular, the propositions and theorems hold with this change,
convergence in L having the obvious meaning. (In the last line of the proof of the
-version of Theorem 9 the fact that (jx + yj)6c((jxj) + (jyj)) is needed to do
the ‘combining’.)
The main use of this observation is to obtain results under weaker moment conditions
than Lp ones. To do this the following specic functions are useful. For p 2 (1; 2] and
> 0, let ~= =(p− 1) and
p;(x) = ~
xpI(x61) + x( ~+ log x)I(x> 1):
To simplify the notation let p be xed and write  for p;. Note that, for any
non-negative Y , E[(Y )] is nite if and only if EY (log
+ Y ) is nite.
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It is routine calculus to check that, for any > 0,  satises all the conditions
imposed above. (The multiplier of xp and the constant added to log x, are selected to
make the function have the right properties.)
For future reference it will be useful to record some of the analogues of the results
in Section 6.
Theorem 12. Suppose (H) holds and for some > 0
1X
r=0
X
j2Sr
M r;jE[( ~r; jH
r+1)]<1: (7.1)
Then h is harmonic and Wn(c) !W1(h) in L1.
Here (7.1) is just the  version of (Mp).
Theorem 13. Suppose (H-C) holds and for some > 0
1X
r=0
X
j2Sr
M r;jE[(Cr+1 ~r; jh
r+1)]<1: (7.2)
Then h is harmonic and Wn(c) !W1(h) in L1.
In the Lp case (6.7) gives a sucient condition for (Mp) to hold that simplies
the interplay between the behaviour of the means and the magnitude of the ospring
moments. It is instructive to seek a similar result here; doing this will illustrate that
using  introduces additional complications. An analogue of (6.13) can be derived in
a similar way.
An estimate of E(kY ) for any non-negative random variable Y is needed.
Lemma 6. For any >> 0 there is a constant C such that for any non-negative
random variable Y
E[(kY )]6CE[(Y )]
( ~+ jlog kj)
(1=k)
(7.3)
and
( ~+ jlog kj)
(1=k)
6
k
( ~ + log(1=k))−
I(k < 1) +
kp( ~+ log k)
~
 I(k>1): (7.4)
Proof. Note that
(kY ) = ~
(kY )pI(kY61) + kY ( ~+ log(kY ))I(kY > 1)
6 ~(kY )pI(kY61) + 2kY ((log+ k) + ( ~+ log+ Y ))I(kY > 1):
For any , yp=(y) is non-decreasing, so
E[(kY )pI(kY61)]6
E[(Y )]
(1=k)
;
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and y( ~+ log+ y)=(y) is non-increasing provided >, so
E[kY ( ~+ log+ Y )I(kY > 1)]6E[(Y )]
( ~+ log+(1=k))
(1=k)
:
Using a similar moment estimate on the remaining term proves the rst part. Substi-
tution and ~> ~ gives the second part.
Corollary 7. Suppose (H) holds and for some >> 0
X
n
X
j2Sn
Mn; jE[(^n; je
0)]
( ~+ jlogMn; jj)
(Mn; j)
<1: (7.5)
Then h is harmonic and Wn(c) !W1(h) in L1.
Proof. Apply (6.6) and (7.3) to (7.1).
When there is an upper bound on both jSnj and the appropriate ospring moments
(7.5) is implied by
X
n
1
1 + (log+(inf j2Sn Mn; j))−
<1:
Note also that, using Lemma 6 and the fact that Cr+1>1, (7.2) is implied by
1X
r=0
(Cr+1)p( ~+ logCr+1)
X
j2Sn
Mr;jE[( ~r; jh
r+1)]<1: (7.6)
8. Truncation and L1 convergence
The results in Sections 6 and 7 give sucient conditions for convergence in L1
of harmonic martingales and c-countings. However the techniques used, essentially
moment calculations, do not produce the best results possible for the homogeneous
nite-type process, where niteness of the X logX moments of the ospring distribu-
tions is exactly what is needed to give convergence in L1. In this section the results
based on moments are complemented by truncation of the ospring distributions to give
conditions for L1 convergence that do give the best possible results for the simplest
multi-type model.
With this technique the basic idea is to truncate the ospring variables in a lighter
and lighter way as n grows, so that the truncated process is close to the original one,
and use the Lp results on the truncated process. (Indeed, the L results could also be
rened by truncation, but this will not be attempted here.) The truncation technique
works most smoothly when there is some uniformity in the behaviour of the ospring
variables, either over each Sn separately, or, for the sharpest results, over all of them
together. Note that for time-homogeneous models there is no distinction between these
two levels of uniformity.
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The moment calculations yielding Lp convergence encompassed cases where con-
vergence occurred as a consequence of the ospring distributions becoming more and
more degenerate, because the criteria involved centred variables. Cases of this kind
are not covered by the results in this section; here moment conditions will involve the
variable itself, not its centred version.
The development proceeds similarly whether a single harmonic function is consid-
ered or the bound (6.5) is used to deal with all harmonic functions together. The
generalisation of Theorem 11, involving just one h, is examined in detail; results based
on the bound (6.5) will then be dealt with more briskly.
The form of Theorem 11 indicates that the truncations should involve r; jhr+1 since
these variables arise in the moment condition. Furthermore, the argument leading to
(6.3), consideration of homogeneous models and general grounds each suggest that a
natural variable to truncate is
hr; j:=(h
r;j)−1r; jhr+1:
In principle, the truncation point can depend on both r and j, but for the results here
a truncation depending only on r suces. Hence, the starting point for the discussion
will be the truncated process that uses at time r the ospring vectors
fr; jI(hr; j6Amr): j 2Srg;
the sequence fmrg will be selected later in the discussion, once this is done the free-
dom to make A as large as desired will be critical to the argument. Also, it will be
convenient to assume that A>1. The process constructed using these truncated vari-
ables is coupled in the obvious way to the original process (and is underneath it); the
ospring distributions in the truncated process will be denoted by r; j, with a similar
notation for other quantities.
As has already been indicated, Theorem 11 will be applied to the truncated process,
thereby accommodating weaker moment conditions for the ospring distributions. When
there is only an upper bound on the appropriate p-moments the exponent p still enters
into the condition (6.14) for convergence. Hence, even though the aim now is to
establish L1 convergence, an exponent p will still play a role. For the rest of this
discussion p 2 (1; 2] is xed. The results could be reformulated as ‘for some p: : :’ but
that would only make them more cumbersome to state. For the selected p, let fmrg
be a sequence satisfying
X
j2Sr
M r;j(hr;j)p6
K
(mr)p−1
(8.1)
for some nite K ; then condition (6.14) is implied by
1X
r=0
(Cr+1)p
(mr)p−1
<1: (8.2)
It is this last expression that generalises neatly under truncation. The fact that (8.1)
leaves some freedom in the choice of fmrg makes the results easier to apply.
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The following moment condition on the variables fhr; j: j 2Srg will be used. (Note
that when the function gr mentioned increases only slowly the condition requires less
in terms of niteness of moments.)
(MG) For some function gr increasing to innity; for which yp−1=gr(y) is also
increasing;
sup
j2Sr
E(hr; jgr(
h
r; j))=:Gr <1:
The following result now provides the promised generalisation of (8.2).
Theorem 14. Suppose (H-C) and (MG) hold and that
1X
r=0
(Cr+1)pGr
gr(mr)
<1: (8.3)
Then Wn(c) !W1(h) in L1.
Note that the conditions on gr imply that, for K > 1, gr(y)6gr(Ky)6Kp−1gr(y).
Hence changing mr by a constant multiple does not aect the condition (8.3).
Before embarking on a proof of this result it will be useful to examine the relation-
ship between the means of the original and truncated processes and also between the
associated harmonic functions. This will be done under the assumption that (H-C) holds
(so Mnr cn6Crh
r). However, (MG) is not assumed directly because an alternative as-
sumption will be introduced later and the results must apply in either case. Suppose
instead that
sup
j2Sr
E[hr; jI(
h
r; j >Amr)]=: r(A) # 0 as A " 1; and
X
r
Cr+1r(1)<1:
(8.4)
Let n(A) be the tail sum of fCr+1r(A)g from n; the A will often be omitted in
these notations. Under these conditions, dominated convergence shows that, by taking
A suciently large, 0 can be made as small as desired. It is important to note that
in the next two lemmas it is not known that h and ~h are harmonic; that they are will
only emerge in the course of the main proof.
Lemma 7. Suppose (H-C) and (8:4) hold and n =
P1
r=n Cr+1r . Then
06(Mnr −Mnr )cn6rhr:
Proof. Note rst that
06Mnr −Mnr =
n−1X
s=r
M
s
r(M
s+1
s −Ms+1s )Mns+1 (8.5)
so, when (H-C) holds,
06(Mnr −Mnr )cn6
n−1X
s=r
Cs+1M
s
r(M
s+1
s −Ms+1s )hs+1:
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Furthermore,
(Ms+1s; j −Ms+1s; j )hs+1 = E[s;jhs+1I(hs; j >Ams)]
= hs;jE[hs; jI(
h
s; j >Ams)]:
Hence, using this and the fact, implicit in Lemma 1, that Msr h
s6hr ,
06(Mnr −Mnr )cn6
n−1X
s=r
Cs+1M
s
rh
ss
6
n−1X
s=r
Cs+1Msr h
ss
6 hr
n−1X
s=r
Cs+1s6hrr:
Suppose c is a normalised counting for the original process; normalising this counting
for the truncated process gives
cn = (M
n
cn)−1cn: (8.6)
When (H-C) holds for the original process the next lemma shows that on a suit-
able subsequence (H-C) holds also for the truncated process with essentially the same
constants and the associated limit, ~h, is necessarily near h.
Lemma 8. Suppose (H-C) and (8:4) hold and M
n
r c
n ! ~hr; for all r on ; a subsequence
of . Then
(1− r)hr6 ~hr6(1− 0)−1hr:
Furthermore (H-C) holds for M
n
r c
n with Cr = (1− 0)−2Cr and  in place of .
Proof. Since
M
n
r c
n = (M
n
cn)−1M
n
rc
n;
applying the bounds in Lemma 7 yields
Mnr c
n − rhr6Mnr cn6(1− 0)−1Mnr cn:
Letting n go to innity through  gives the rst part. For the second part, note that
M
n
r; j c
n6
Mnr; jc
n
1− 06
Cr
1− 0 h
r;j6
Cr
(1− 0)2
~h
r;j
:
Proof of Theorem 14. Note rst that
E[hr; jI(
h
r; j >Amr)]6
Gr
gr(Amr)
(8.7)
so (8.3) and the fact that gr is increasing to innity ensure that (8.4) holds and hence
that Lemma 7 applies.
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For a xed A choose  from  so that M
n
r c
n ! ~hr , for all r. The main step in the proof
is the application of Theorem 11 to the truncated process, that is to W
n
c. Lemma 8
shows that (H-C) holds on  for the truncated process. Turning to the moments in
(6.11) but replacing centred variables by the original ones as in (6.2),
E[( r; j ~h
r+1
)p]6 (1− 0)−pE[( r; jhr+1)p]
= (1− 0)−pE[(hr;jhr; jI(hr; j6Amr))p]
and, using a simple moment bound,
E[(hr;jhr; jI(
h
r; j6Amr))
p]6(hr;j)p
(Amr)p−1
gr(Amr)
Gr: (8.8)
Furthermore, using the dening inequality for mr given at (8.1),
X
j2Sr
M r;j(hr;j)p
(Amr)p−1
gr(Amr)
Gr6K
(A)p−1Gr
gr(Amr)
:
Hence, (6.11) holds for the truncated process when (8.3) holds. Thus Theorem 11 ap-
plies, ~h must be harmonic for the truncated process, EjWn( c)−W1( ~h)j goes to zero
with n on  and EW
1
( ~h) = 1.
Because Mnr h
n6hr; E[ZnhnjFr]6Zrhr , so Znhn is a supermartingale and EZnhn61.
Using the upper bound in Lemma 8 and the coupling of the original and truncated
processes,
W
n
( ~h) = Z
n ~h
n
6Zn ~h
n
6(1− 0)−1Znhn; (8.9)
so EZnhn>(1 − 0). Therefore, since 0 may be made arbitrarily small E[Znhn] = 1;
h is harmonic and E[Znhn] is a martingale. Now (8.9) can be rewritten as W
n
( ~h)6
(1− 0)−1Wn(h), which implies that
jW1(h)−W1( ~h)j6(W1(h)− (1− 0)W1( ~h)) + 0W1( ~h);
hence EjW1(h)−W1( ~h)j620.
Suppose there is a subsequence, 1, of  such that, for some > 0; EjWn(c) −
W1(h)j> throughout 1. Choose A so that 0<=5; now select  from 1 by a
diagonal argument so that M
n
r c
n ! ~hr , for all r. The proof proceeds by bounding
EjWn(c)−W1(h)j on  by the sum of three terms:
I = EjWn( c)−W1( ~h)j; II = EjW1(h)−W1( ~h)j; III = EjWn(c)−Wn( c)j:
It has already been shown that the rst of these goes to zero along  and that the
second is less that 20. For the third,
jWn(c)−Wn( c)j6(Wn(c)−MncnWn( c)) +Wn( c)(1−Mncn);
where the denition of cn at (8.6) and the lower bound in Lemma 7 with r = 0 show
that the two parts of the right hand side are non-negative; hence III620. Thus, for
n 2  and large enough that I < =5; EjWn(c)−W1(h)j< contradicting the existence
of 1.
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To give a theorem that produces the best result in the homogeneous case the
following stronger uniform version of (MG) is needed involving a single dominat-
ing variable.
(DOM) There is a random variable Y with EYg(Y )<1 for some function g
increasing to innity; for which yp−1=g(y) is also increasing. For all r
sup
j2Sr
P(hr; j6x)>P(Y6x) for all x:
When seeking to recapture known homogeneous results the function g(y)=log+ y will
be the relevant one.
Theorem 15. Suppose (H-C) and (DOM) hold;
sup
y
(
1
g(y)
X
n
Cn+1I(mn <y)
)
<1; (8.10)
sup
y
(
yp−1
g(y)
X
n
I(mn>y)
(Cn+1)p
(mn)p−1
)
<1 (8.11)
and
sup
y
(
1
yg(y)
X
n
(Cn+1)pmnI(mn <y)
)
<1: (8.12)
Then Wn(c) !W1(h) in L1.
Proof. This follows the pattern of the proof of Theorem 14. Note, in place of (8.7),
that
E[hr; jI(
h
r; j >Amr)]6E[YI(Y >Amr)]
so (8.10) implies that 0(A) =
P
Cn+1EYI(Y >Amn) is nite. In place of (8.8) note
that
E[(hr;jhr; jI(
h
r; j6Amr))
p]6(hr;j)pE[(Y )pI(Y6Amr) + (Amr)pI(Y >Amr)]:
Hence, using the dening inequality for mr , given in (8.1), (6.11) holds when
1X
r=0
(Cr+1)p(mr)−(p−1)E[(Y )pI(Y6Amr)]<1 (8.13)
and
1X
r=0
(Cr+1)p(A)pmrE[I(Y >Amr)]<1: (8.14)
Now use (8.11) and (8.12) to show (8.13) and (8.14), respectively.
When fCr: rg is bounded (8.10) implies (8.12), which accounts for the simplication
in the conditions in the next result.
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Corollary 8. Suppose h is harmonic; (MG) holds and
P
r Gr=gr(mr)<1 or (DOM)
holds and both
sup
y
(
1
g(y)
X
n
I(mn <y)
)
and sup
y
(
yp−1
g(y)
X
n
I(mn>y)
1
(mn)p−1
)
are nite. Then Wn(h)! W1(h) in L1.
If fmrg grows uniformly geometrically, in that there is an C > 0 and d> 1 such
that mr+n>Cdrmn for all r and n, then when (DOM) holds it is easily checked that
this corollary gives L1 convergence provided EY log
+ Y is nite. When there is only
one type this recaptures the rst part of Theorem 2 in D’Souza and Biggins (1992),
that EW1(h) = 1 in the notation here.
The generalisation of Theorem 10 will now be discussed briey. For this result,
conditions (MG) and (DOM) are applied to the variables fHr; j: j 2 Srg and now
fmrg is taken to satisfyX
j2Sr
M r;j(Hr;j)p =
X
j2Sr
1
(Mr;j)p−1
6
K
(mr)p−1
for some nite K .
Lemma 9. Suppose E[Hr; jI(
H
r; j >Amr)]6r and n =
P1
r=n jSrjr . Then
06(Mnr −Mnr )cn6rHr (8.15)
and
Hr6 H
r
6(1− 0)−1Hr: (8.16)
If (H) holds and M
n
r c
n ! ~hr for all r on ; a subsequence of ; then
hr − rHr6 ~hr6(1− 0)−1hr: (8.17)
Proof. The proof of (8.15) follows closely that of Lemma 7 but uses the inequal-
ities Mns+1c
n6Hs+1 and Msr H
s6HrjSsj, given in (6.5) and Lemma 5, in place of
Mns+1c
n6Cs+1hs+1 and Msr h
s6hr , respectively. For the second part use the bound
Mn; is+16M
n; iH s+1 in (8.5) with r = 0, instead of bounding Mns+1c
n, and follow through
the proof of Lemma 7 to give
06Mn; i −Mn; i60Mn; i:
On rearrangement this is (8.16). The last part is just like the rst part of Lemma 8.
It is worth noting that the lower bound in (8.15) for all r and the upper bound in
(8.15) for r = 0 are all that is needed to establish the upper bound in (8.17) and that
these are the only parts of (8.15) and (8.17) needed in the proof of the next theorem.
In contrast, in Theorem 14, the analogue of the lower bound in (8.17) was needed for
all r to establish (H-C) for the truncated process.
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Theorem 16. Suppose (MG) holds for fHr; j: j 2Srg and
1X
r=0
jSrjGr
gr(mr)
<1
or (DOM) holds and both
sup
y
(
1
g(y)
X
n
jSnjI(mn <y)
)
and sup
y
(
yp−1
g(y)
X
n
I(mn>y)
(mn)p−1
)
(8.18)
are nite. Then
sup
c
inf
h2H
EjWn(c)−W1(h)j ! 0 as n !1
and
sup
h2H
EjWn(h)−W1(h)j ! 0 as n !1:
Proof. First, the analogue of Theorem 9 is established; this is done by following the
proofs of Theorems 14 and 15, but using Theorem 9 in place of Theorem 11. The
inequality (8.16) is used in checking that (Mp) holds for the truncated process; also,
when (DOM) holds the rst sum in (8.18) lls the role of both (8.10) and (8.12).
Then the rest of the proof of the rst assertion follows closely that of Theorem 10.
For the proof of the second part: x A; for any h choose a subsequence such that
M
n
r
h
n ! ~hr for all r, thereby associating ~h with h; now bound EjWn(h)−W1(h)j by
EjWn(h)−Wn( ~h)j+ EjW1(h)−W1( ~h)j+ EjWn( ~h)−W1( ~h)j
so that
sup
h2H
EjWn(h)−W1(h)j640 + sup
~h2H
EjWn( ~h)−W1( ~h)j:
Because (Mp) holds for the truncated process, Theorem 8 applies to it; hence
lim sup
n!1
sup
h2H
EjWn(h)−W1(h)j640
and 0 can be as small as desired, so the proof is complete.
Note that, when there is a nite upper bound on the size of jSnj, inffMr;j: j 2Srg
can be used for mr in Theorem 16, leading to a particularly simple form for the
condition.
9. Almost sure convergence
The simplest and most obvious way to get almost sure convergence is to impose
conditions that force EjWn(c)−Wn(h)jp to go to zero quickly. The bounds (6.10) and
(6.12) were critical in estimating this quantity, so they will need to be rened. There
seems to be no reasonable conditions (that we could nd) that cover all harmonic
functions, so, in contrast to the previous sections, only convergence for a counting
satisfying (H) will be considered. At several places conditions from Sections 6 and 7
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will be invoked. However, for simplicity, it will be assumed throughout this section
that the sequence  occurring is just the non-negative integers. To state the results a
measure of the error in (H) is needed; this is provided by the following denition. For
a non-negative function   with  r;j > 0 whenever hr;j > 0 and a bounded sequence 
with n ! 1 let
nr ( ; ) = sup
j2Sr
M
n
r; jc
n − nhr; j
 r; j
 :
The most obvious choice for   is h itself and the obvious choice for fng is a
sequence of ones, but the freedom to make other choices extends the range of appli-
cation of the results. The function   could be assumed to be a normalised count but
this would be inconvenient in some later formulae.
The rst result is close to Theorem 11; the condition (9.1) is a strengthening of (H).
Note that Theorems 9 and 11 give conditions that ensure that h is harmonic.
Theorem 17. Suppose h is harmonic. If; for some 1<p62;
r:=
1X
n=r+1
(nr+1( ; ))
p <1 (9.1)
and
1X
r=0
r
X
j2Sr
M r;jE( ~r; j 
r+1)p <1 (9.2)
then Wn(c) converges almost surely to W1(h).
Proof. Because h is harmonic, Wn(h) is a positive martingale converging to W1(h)
almost surely. Let Vn =Wn(c)− nWn(h)− (1− n). Since n ! 1, it will be enough
to show that Vn goes to zero almost surely. Proposition 3 applies to show that
Vn =
n−1X
r=0
X
j2Sr
Zr; jX
l=1
(r; j;l − Er; j)(Mnr+1cn − nhr+1) (9.3)
and the bound (6.10) can be replaced by
j(r; j − Er; j)(Mnr+1cn − nhr+1)j6nr+1( ; ) ~r; j r+1:
Hence, much as in the proof of Theorem 9, see particularly (6.8) and (6.9),
EjVnjp6B2
n−1X
r=0
X
j2Sr
M r;jE(nr+1( ; ) ~r; j 
r+1)p: (9.4)
Thus
1X
n=1
EjVnjp6 B2
1X
r=0
X
j2Sr
M r;jE( ~r; j 
r+1)p
1X
n=r+1
(nr+1( ))
p
= B2
1X
r=0
r
X
j2Sr
M r;jE( ~r; j 
r+1)p <1;
so (9.2) ensures that Vn goes to zero almost surely.
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Corollary 9. Suppose (H) holds; (9.1) holds with   = h and
1X
r=0
(r + 1)
X
j2Sr
M r;jE( ~r; jh
r+1)p <1: (9.5)
Then Wn(c) converges almost surely and in Lp to W1(h).
Proof. Note that
Mnr+1c
n6(nr+1(h; ) + n)h
r+16

(r)1=p + sup
n
fng

hr+1;
hence (9.1) implies that (H-C) holds and then (9.5) implies that (6.11) holds; thus
Theorem 11 applies to give that h is harmonic and that Wn(c) converges to W1(h)
in Lp. Obviously (9.5) also implies that (9.2) holds, so Theorem 17 also applies.
In the next theorem, which has Theorem 17 as a special case when   is harmonic, the
idea is to prove the convergence of Wn(c) in two stages: rst show that for a suitable
r(n) the dierence between Wn(c) − nWn(h) and its conditional expectation given
Fr(n) goes to zero; then show that the conditional expectation, (E[Wn(c))jFr(n)] −
nW r(n)(h)), can be made arbitrarily small. The link between n and r(n) can take a
variety of forms, leading to dierent conditions. Theorem 17 corresponds to the extreme
case r(n) = 0. The motive for extending the result in this direction is to cover cases
where the errors nr+1( ; ) decay so slowly that r dened at (9.1) is innite.
Assume that r(n) is integer valued, non-decreasing in n and r(n)6n. Given r(n),
let its ‘inverse’ be
N (s) = supfn: r(n)6sg:
The rst part of the argument is separated out as the following proposition. Essentially,
it gives conditions that ensure that Wn(c) is well approximated by E[Wn(c)jFr(n)].
Proposition 4. Suppose h is harmonic; and; for some 1<p62;
1X
r=0
Nr
X
j2Sr
M r;jE( ~r; j 
r+1)p <1; (9.6)
where
Nr =
N (r)X
n=r+1
(nr+1( ; ))
p:
Then
Wn(c)− nWn(h)− E[Wn(c)− nWn(h)jFr(n)]
converges to zero almost surely and in Lp.
Proof. Follow the proof of Theorem 17 but with the outer sum on the right of (9.3)
and (9.4) starting at r = r(n) instead of r = 0.
In the next two results the condition that supnW
n( ) is nite almost surely will hold
automatically when   is harmonic (even if it diers from h).
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Theorem 18. Suppose h is harmonic;   is normalised and supnW
n( )<1 almost
surely. Suppose further that for any > 0 there is an r(n) such that lim supn
n
r(n)( ; )
6 and (9:6) of Proposition 4 holds. Then Wn(c) converges almost surely to W1(h).
Proof. It is clear from the denition of nr ( ; ) that
jE[Wn(c)jFr]− nW r(h)j = jZr(Mnr cn − nhr)j
6 nr ( ; )Z
r r = nr ( ; )W
r( );
hence
lim sup
n
jE[(Wn(c)jFr(n)]− nW r(n)(h)j6 sup
r
fWr( )g:
Now applying Proposition 4
lim sup
n
jWn(c)−Wn(h)j6 sup
r
fWr( )g;
giving the result.
It is worth noting that it is not essential that the same   is used in Proposition 4
and in the rst part of the proof just given, provided the same r(n) and  are used.
Corollary 10. Suppose h is harmonic;   is normalised and supnW
n( )<1 almost
surely. Suppose further that there is an r(n) for which nr(n)( ; )! 0 as n !1 and
(9:6) of Proposition 4 holds. Then Wn(c) converges almost surely to W1(h).
For the special case r(n)=n− s and  =h a particularly simple result can be given.
Corollary 11. Suppose the conditions of Theorem 9 or 11 hold and
lim
s!1 lim supn
n+sn (h; ) = 0:
Then Wn(c) converges almost surely and in Lp to W1(h).
Proof. Here Nr 6sC for a suitable constant C so (Mp) in Theorem 9 or (6.11) in
Theorem 11 implies that (9.6) holds.
In the irreducible homogeneous nite-type model it is easy to use truncation to
weaken the moment conditions in these results; and the same kind of proof works for
models that are very close to this one. Unfortunately, no satisfactory way to make
truncation work smoothly in reasonable generality was found. However, it is possible
to develop results with weaker moment conditions using the ideas in Section 7. Here
is the analogue of Theorem 17; note that Theorems 12 and 13 give conditions that
force h to be harmonic.
Theorem 19. Suppose h is harmonic. If; for some >> 0;
yr :=
1X
n=r+1
( ~+ jlog nr+1( ; )j)
(1=nr+1( ; ))
<1 (9.7)
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and
1X
r=0
yr
X
j2Sr
M r;jE[( ~r; j 
r+1)]<1 (9.8)
then Wn(c) converges almost surely to W1(h).
Much as in the proof of Theorem 17, but drawing on Lemma 6, for a changing
constant K ,
1X
n=1
E(Vn)6K
1X
n=1
n−1X
r=0
X
j2Sr
M r;jE[(nr+1( ; ) ~r; j 
r+1)]
6K
1X
n=1
n−1X
r=0
X
j2Sr
M r;jE[( ~r; j 
r+1)]
( ~+ jlog nr+1( ; )j)
(1=nr+1( ; ))
6K
1X
r=0
yr
X
j2Sr
M r;jE[( ~r; j 
r+1)]<1:
Corollary 12. Suppose (H) holds; (9:7) holds with   = h and
1X
r=0
(yr + 1)
X
j2Sr
M r;jE[( ~r; jh
r+1)]<1: (9.9)
Then Wn(c) converges almost surely and in L1 to W1(h).
Proof. Note rst that for any K>1 there are constants A1 and A2 such that for all
x> 0
(x + K)p( ~+ log(K + x))6A1 + A2
( ~+ jlog xj)
(1=x)
:
By the denition of nr (h; ),
Mnr c
n6(nr (h; ) + n)h
r6

sup
n>r
fnr (h; )g+ sup
n
fng

hr =:Crhr;
so (H-C) holds. Furthermore
(Cr+1)p( ~+ logCr+1)6A1 + A2yr ;
so (9.9) implies (7.6) holds. Hence Theorem 13 applies to give h harmonic and Wn(c)
converges in L1 to W1(h). An application of Theorem 19 completes the proof.
In a similar way,  versions of Proposition 4, Theorem 18 and Corollaries 10 and
11 can be stated and proved.
10. Finite types
Suppose that the same nite set of types S is available for all n, and that the
ospring mean matrices n (now on SS) are what is called allowable, that is that
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every row and column has at least one positive entry. The matrix products Mnr are
also now dened on S S. The convention that the starting state (0; 1) is omitted
from the notation must be abandoned in this section (to prevent Mn meaning both a
matrix and one of its rows). Suppose further that for every r there is an n(r) such that
Mn(r)r is a strictly positive matrix; then, because the n are allowable, Mnr is strictly
positive for all n>n(r). Recall that Sn is the set of types that can be produced at time
n starting from a type 1 at time 0; consequently Sn =S for all n>n(0).
These assumptions are those adopted in Cohn and Nerman (1990); they guarantee
that the mean matrices have only a nite number (6jSj) of extremal harmonic func-
tions, with all others being convex combinations of these. Then H has a compact
parameterization based on this fact. Note that, because the matrices are nite, any limit
of Mnr c
n must be harmonic.
Suppose the ospring distributions are dominated by Y with EY log Y nite and let
mr =minfMr;j0;1 : j 2S; M r;j0;1 > 0g6
0
@jSj−1X
j2Sr
(Mr;j0;1)
−(p−1)
1
A
−1=(p−1)
:
If, for some C > 0 and d> 1, mn>Cdn−rmr for all n>r>0, it is easily checked
that Theorem 16 applies. In the homogeneous process with a primitive mean matrix
there is only one harmonic function and the growth condition on mr follows from
Perron{Frobenius theory. In that case the result is the best possible, since nite X logX
moments are also necessary for L1 convergence.
When p= 2 an application of Cauchy{Schwarz shows that condition (1) and weak
ergodicity in Theorem 1 of Jones (1997) together imply that (Mp) holds; hence
Theorem 10 contains that theorem as a special case.
An important tool in studying the product of positive matrices is the Birkho con-
traction coecient; see Seneta (1981) for a discussion of this. For any strictly positive
matrix D let
(D) = min
i; j; k; l

D(i; j)D(k; l)
D(i; l)D(k; j)

and let (D) = 0 for any other allowable matrix. Then, for allowable D the Birkho
contraction coecient is given by
b(D) =
1−p(D)
1 +
p
(D)
: (10.1)
Both  and b only take values between 0 and 1. An important property of b is that
b(D1D2 : : : Dn)6b(D1)b(D2) : : : b(Dn); (10.2)
which implies that b(D1D2 : : : Dn) cannot increase with n.
The matrix products are called weakly ergodic when there is just one harmonic
function (which is necessarily strictly positive). This holds exactly when b(Mnr ) ! 0
as n ! 1 for every r. In the weakly ergodic case it is possible to estimate the rate
of convergence of Mnr c
n to hr .
One such estimate is given by Jones (1997, p. 792); that paper can also be consulted
for much of the relevant background on matrix products. Let Rn; i =
P
l M
n; i
0;l ; weak
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ergodicity implies that, for any i,
Mn; i0;1
Rn; i
! w> 0
as n !1. Fix i; let c be the normalised count based on i, so Mnr; jcn =Mn; ir; j =Mn; i0;1 . In
the notation used here, Jones’ estimate is that for each i
X
j
R
r;jMn; ir; j
Rn; i
− wRr;jhr; j
62b(Mnr ):
Hence, setting n = wRn; i=M
n; i
0;1 ,
Rr;jjMnr; jcn − nhr; jj= Rr;j
M
n; i
r; j
Mn; i0;1
− nhr; j
62b(Mnr )nw :
Now note that Rr;j>Mr;j0;1 = (H
r;j)−1 so, bounding further,
nr (H; ) = sup
j
M
n
r; jc
n − nhr; j
H r; j
6Kb(Mnr ):
Theorem 17 now gives almost sure convergence, provided that
1X
r=0
 1X
n=r+1
b(Mnr )
p
!X
j2Sr
M r;jE( ~r; jH
r+1)p <1
for some 1<p62. (Because the type set is nite, convergence for each type can
be obtained with a common null set; from this and weak ergodicity, convergence of
the vector follows.) This improves on Theorem 2 in Jones (1997). Obviously, weaker
moment conditions can be allowed by using Theorem 19.
Suppose b(Mnr )6K()
n−r for some < 1 and nite K . Theorem 3 of Hajnal (1976)
gives conditions for this; in particular, if for some r independent of n all the entries
of Mn+rn are strictly positive and
minfn(i; j): (i; j); n(i; j)> 0g
maxfn(i; j): (i; j)g >> 0
the inequality holds. Now bounding (9.7) of Theorem 19 with = and using (7.4) of
Lemma 6 shows there is a nite C such that yr6C. Then, both Theorems 12 and 19
apply, to give convergence almost surely and in L1, provided (7.1) holds. As noted in
Corollary 7, (7.5) implies (7.1); whence, if ospring means have uniformly bounded
X (logX ) moments, convergence almost surely and in L1 will obtain when for some
0<<X
n
1
1 + (log+mn)−
<1:
In the homogeneous case, this will hold when the ospring distributions have nite
X (logX )1+ moments for some > 0, by taking  = 1 +  and = =2.
It is possible to give another estimate of the convergence rate in the weakly ergodic
case. (In it the assumption that r is strictly positive is only for convenience, less
would do.)
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Lemma 10. Assume r are all strictly positive and Mnr are weakly ergodic. Then
nr (h; 1)6
4b(Mnr )
(Mnr )
6
4
Qn−1
i=r b(i)
(r)
:
Proof. For any normalised c
Mnr; jc
n =
Mnr; jc
n
Mn0;1cn
=
P
i M
n; i
r; j c
n; iP
i
Mn; i0;1 cn; i
;
so
min
i
Mn; ir; j
Mn; i0;1
6Mnr; jc
n6max
i
Mn; ir; j
Mn; i0;1
:
Since h is also a normalised count, applying these bounds to both numerator and
denominator,
min
i; k
Mn; ir; j M
n; k
0;1
Mn; i0;1M
n; k
r; j
6
Mnr; jc
n
Mnr; jhn
6max
i; k
Mn; ir; j M
n; k
0;1
Mn; i0;1M
n; k
r; j
:
Now
max
i; k
Mn; ir; j M
n; k
0;1
Mn; i0;1M
n; k
r; j
= max
i; k
Mn; ir; j
P
l M
r;l
0;1M
n; k
r; lP
l
Mr;l0;1M
n; i
r; l M
n; k
r; j
6max
i; k;l
Mn; ir; j M
n; k
r; l
Mn; ir; l M
n; k
r; j
6
1
(Mnr )
:
Similarly
min
i; k
Mn; ir; j M
n; k
0;1
Mn; i0;1M
n; k
r; j
 (Mnr ):
Hence
nr (h; 1) = sup
j
M
n
r; jc
n
hr; j
− 1
6max

1− (Mnr );
1
(Mnr )
− 1

6
1− (Mnr )
(Mnr )
:
Since (D) = (1 − b(D))2=(1 + b(D))2; 1 − (Mnr )64b(Mnr ) giving the rst bound.
The second follows from (10.1) and (10.2).
The sharper of these bounds is slightly dierent from Jones’ in that it has the addi-
tional factor (Mnr ) in the denominator but gives a true relative error in the convergence
(i.e. it uses   = h).
For illustration, suppose b(n) = (n=(n + 1)), then the weaker of the bounds just
obtained gives
nr (h; 1)6K
r+2
n
:
Hence Theorem 17 and Corollary 9 will be no use for establishing almost sure conver-
gence based on this estimate when < 1=2, since r =1. However, taking r(n) = n
with ( + 2)<, Theorem 18 will give almost sure convergence under suitable
moment conditions.
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11. Branching random walk
Consider the following (homogeneous) branching random walk on the integer lattice.
Each person at time n has a random number of children, with positions relative to the
mother’s given by an independent copy of a point process X on the integers. Let the
intensity measure of X be , with its n-fold convolution being n, when that makes
sense. It is assumed that the smallest centred lattice containing the support of  is
the integers. (A simpler version of the model arises when each person has a random
number of children, with mean m, each given an independent displacement from the
parent according to a copy of some random variable D; then (j) = mP(D = j) and
n(j)=mnP(Sn= j), where Sn is the sum of n independent copies of D.) The process
starts from a single individual at the origin at time 0. One natural problem for this
model is to describe the asymptotic behaviour of the number of people at time n near
na as n gets large.
To address this problem through the theory developed here call a person’s position
her type. Then the mean number of type j produced by a type i at time n, n(i; j),
is (j − i) and the mean number of type j at time n produced by a type i at time r,
Mn; jr; i , is 
(n−r)(j − i).
Consider the (unnormalised) counting that at time n picks out those at j (where j
depends on n), then its normalised version is
cn; j =
1
Mn; j
=
1
n(j)
and cn; k = 0 for k 6= j: (11.1)
Hence
Mnr; ic
n =
Mn; jr; i
Mn; j
=
(n−r)(j − i)
n(j)
; (11.2)
and so, to apply the results derived, a good estimate of this ratio is needed. This can
be done by a standard application of large deviation theory, and doing so will bring
out what conditions j needs to satisfy to ensure that (H) holds.
Let  be the Laplace transform of , which is assumed nite somewhere; this is
enough to ensure that n is well-dened for all n. For some  for which  ()<1,
let the random variable Y () have the distribution
P(Y () = j) =
e−j
 ()
(j);
note that the possibility =0 is included. Then, with Sn() as the sum of n independent
copies of Y (),
P(Sn() = j) =
e−j
 ()n
n(j):
Assume E[Y ()2]<1; let a be the mean and s be the standard deviation of Y ().
(Note that the link between a and  is provided by a=EY (), or alternatively, if  is
in the interior of the domain of niteness of  , by a=− 0()= ().) Then the local
limit theorem gives
sup
j
sn1=2P(Sn() = j)− 

j − na
sn1=2
! 0
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as n !1, where  is the density of a standard normal. Hence,
sup
j
sn1=2 e−j ()n n(j)− 

j − na
sn1=2
! 0: (11.3)
This provides an accurate estimate of the ratio in (11.2) when
j = na(n) with lim sup n1=2ja(n)− aj<1: (11.4)
Then,
lim
n
(n−r)(na(n)− i)
n(na(n))
=
e−i
 ()r
lim
n
2
664
n1=2

na(n)− i − (n− r)a
s(n− r)1=2

(n− r)1=2

na(n)− na
sn1=2

3
775
=
e−i
 ()r
= hr; i:
Thus (11.4) suces for (H) to hold. (In fact, by using Stone (1967), (H) can be shown
to hold under mild additional conditions even when (11.4) is relaxed to a(n) ! a.)
Of course, it is easy to check directly that h is a harmonic function for fng. The
convergence of the associated martingale, and its relationship with the numbers near
na has been studied, with the =0 case having received particular attention; see Biggins
(1990,1992) and references therein. It is a routine calculation to show that, with this
h, (6.4) becomes
1X
r=n

 (p)
 ()p
r
;
which converges exactly when  (p)= ()p < 1; as was claimed in Section 6, this
can certainly occur for some p< 2 while failing for p= 2.
Another consequence of the approximation (11.3) is that, for some nite K ,
n(j)6Kn−1=2ej ()n
(but this is a poor estimate for n = 0). Also, for any a(n) satisfying (11.4) and such
that n(na(n))> 0 for all n, there is an > 0 such that
n(na(n))  n−1=2ena(n) ()n: (11.5)
Thus, using (11.2),
Mnr; ic
n6−1K

n
n− r
1=2
hr; i:
For the case n=r a direct estimate, using (11.5) and the denition of c at (11.1), gives
Mrr; ra(r)c
r = cr;ra(r)6−1r1=2hr;ra(r);
so, since cr is zero elsewhere, cr6−1r1=2hr . Putting this together gives that, for some
nite C
Mnr; ic
n6Cr1=2hr; i:
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Hence, (H-C) holds with Cr = Cr1=2. Note also that
hr; j = (h
r;j)−1r; jhr+1
= ej ()r
X
i
e−i
 ()r+1
X (i − j)
=
X
i
e−i
 ()
X (i) =  ()−1
Z
e−xX (dx):
It is now a routine matter to apply Theorem 14 to obtain the following result. To state it,
let X n be the point process formed by the nth generation of the branching random walk.
Proposition 5. Suppose that
 ()<1;
Z
x2e−x(dx)<1; a=  ()−1
Z
xe−x(dx);
and, for some p> 1;  (p)= ()p < 1. Assume also that (11:4) holds and that
E
Z
e−xX (dx)

log+
Z
e−xX (dx)

<1
for some > 3=2. Then the numbers at na(n) at time n; X n(na(n)); normalised by
their expectations, converge in L1 to the limit of the martingale  ()−n
R
e−xX n(dx).
Formally, this is a new result, though closely related results can be found in Biggins
(1992) and Bramson et al. (1992). The restriction that (11.4) should hold is needed
to ensure that (H-C) holds. If the case  = 0 is considered, this condition restricts
attention to central-limit like deviations, so it is reasonable that stronger conditions
will be needed to extend the range of convergence.
Suppose, for simplicity, that  () is nite for all . Necessary and sucient con-
ditions for the L1 convergence of the martingale W1(h) can be found in Biggins
(1977), or Lyons (1997). An application of Corollary 8 (using (DOM)) gives the L1
convergence of Wn(h) to W1(h) under the (known to be) minimal conditions.
Rather special cases of this model provide non-trivial examples where (Mp) holds
and so Theorem 10 holds, giving convergence for all countings, even though jSnj
grows with n. For example, suppose children are born either at their parent’s position
or one step to the right of it, with equal probability, and the number of children in a
family has a nite pth moment and mean m> 2. Then Sn = f0; 1; : : : ; ng and
Mn; j = n(j) =
m
2
n n
j

for j 2Sn;
and E[(^n; je0)p] = C <1. Hence, the expression in (6.7) is less than
P
n nC(2=m)
n,
which is nite. Thus (Mp) holds. Of course weaker moment conditions on the family
size can be handled by applying Theorem 16.
In Biggins (1992) uniform results are established that applied over a subset ofH (in
the notation used here). This suggests that there should be results intermediate between
Theorem 10, which covers all harmonic functions and countings, and Theorem 11,
which deals with just one harmonic limit and associated countings. Presumably, a
topological structure on H will need to be employed explicitly to discuss this.
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It is clear that related models, for example the branching random walk with an
absorbing barrier discussed in Biggins et al. (1991) could be handled similarly.
Unfortunately, the almost sure results do not seem so easy to apply to this model;
making the necessary estimates of the rate of convergence in (H) seems to be a
signicant task in its own right.
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